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Average number of copies of each issue published during the preceding twelve months:

- **(A)** total number of copies printed, 796;  
- **(B.1)** paid/requested mail subscriptions, 393;  
- **(C)** total paid/requested circulation, 393;  
- **(D.1)** samples, complimentary, and other nonrequested copies, 73;  
- **(D.4)** nonrequested copies distributed through the USPS by other classes of mail, 44;  
- **(E)** total nonrequested distribution (sum of D.1 & D.4), 117;  
- **(F)** total distribution (sum of C & E), 510;  
- **(G)** copies not distributed (office use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after printing, returns from news agents), 286;  
- **(H)** total (sum of F & G), 796.

Actual number of copies of a single issue published nearest to filing date:

- **(A)** total number of copies printed, 714;  
- **(B.1)** paid/requested mail subscriptions, 452;  
- **(C)** total paid/requested circulation, 452;  
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- **(D.4)** nonrequested copies distributed through the USPS by other classes of mail, 44;  
- **(E)** total nonrequested distribution (sum of D.1 & D.4), 81;  
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